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Soft, natural fabrics
and cool, modern
shapesmake for a

contemporary
yet cosy vibe with

more than a hint of
Scandinavian style.

DOmix up the textures. The
roughness of natural bark
complements the smooth,
sandedmodern wooden
furniture. Wool and faux fur are
a delightful contrast to cold

metal and sleek walls and floors.

USE different shades to
highlight architectural details. A
charcoal mantelpiece looks
striking against a lighter,
dove-coloured wall or try

painting recesses in richer
tones to add depth. No
interesting features? Create
your own by painting your door
frame or skirting board in a
darker colour.

GO natural. Modern rustic style
might look slick but it takes its

make itwork for you

nor
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cue from nature, so stick to
wooden furniture. Linen, cotton
and even hessianmake fantastic
cushions and curtains.

When it comes to grey, there are
a lot more than 50 shades. Soft,
smokey greys withmauve
undertones look warm and

romantic mixed with creamy
mushroom and stone. Matt steel
feels fresh paired with off-white.

Steer clear of ornate furniture
and fussy details and go for
clean, uncomplicated styles. But
that doesn’t mean everything
has tomatch!

ADD colour. If you’re not a fan of
monochrome, work in some
accent colours to liven up your
scheme. Cloud-coloured walls
provide a chic backdrop for bolder
accessories. Jewel colours in
purple and teal create an opulent
feel while navy and white keep

things crisp andminimal.

DOn’t fork out. If you can’t
stretch to a shopping trip, move
your existing furniture around.
You’ll be amazed by the difference
a new layout makes. Swap
furniture from room to room and
you’ll see it in a new light.

dicbut nice…
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hugo
two-seater
sofa in
Aston Grey,
£599, Made

Purity
textures rug,
from £60,
Plantation
rug Company

Valletta wall
mounted electric
fire, £99, homebase

Plumbago, Granite
acrylic eggshell,
from £19.25,
Fired Earth

White deco deer head with
antlers, £35, Rockett St George

Pendant
lampshade, £70,

The Contemporary
Home

Chelsea table lamp,
£80, Bhs

Tree trunk
cushioned

coffee table,
£166.45,

MeroWings

Large rustic
crate
on wheels,
£65,
Lovestruck
interiorsFaux fur drum footstool, £60, Next

Poang
rocking chair,
£120, Ikea

Colours
Tresco
herringbone
throw,
£19.98, B&Q
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